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In the context of economic globalization, flow and scale of international capital 
are accelerated and expanded. Chinese capital in Southeast Asia, the significant part 
of international capital, developed in the trend of expanding to overseas investment. 
This is the reflection of transformation by Chinese capital from primary form to the 
advanced stage, which is an inexorable law and trend of Chinese capital development. 
Economic growth attracted investment from countries of the world since the 
implementation of reform and open policy in China, majority of which originated 
from that of Southeast Asia including strong distinguishable Malaysian Chinese 
businessmen. In terms of Chinese businessmen development history and research of 
investment to Mainland China, the intellectuals put more emphasis on general study 
of Chinese businessmen development rather than Chinese business development of 
individual countries. Research on investment to Mainland China from Chinese 
businessmen of individual country demonstrated deficient comprehensive studies and 
results. This thesis intends to study Overseas Chinese economic history in manner of 
combining specific cases with Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China to 
reach comprehensive, dynamic and systematic research on Malaysian Chinese 
businessmen investing to Mainland China, and innovation on contents and approaches 
of studying Overseas Chinese economic history.  
This thesis is composed by nine parts including introduction, chapter I to vii, and 
conclusion. First, reason and significance of subject, concepts, review of researches, 
theory and approach, structure and innovation are illustrated in the part of 
Introduction. Chapter I reviewed general history of Malaysian Chinese economy, 
analyzed formation and development of Malaysian Chinese capital in the postwar 
period, and introduced current situation, developing stage and characteristics of 
Overseas Chinese enterprises. Chapter II illustrated background and present situation 
of Malaysian Chinese enterprises investing to Mainland China. Relationship in some 
aspects of globalization and regional economic integration and Sino-Malaysia 














of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investment to Mainland China, regional 
distribution and industry selection are studied in this part. Chapter III studied four 
characteristics of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China 
including expansion of investment amounts, investment industry, and investment 
territory; Investment by off-shore financial market; Diversification of investment 
pattern and development to merge and sole investment; Cooperation and mutual 
investment with other capital. Chapter IV researched roles of Malaysian Chinese 
businessmen played in investing to Mainland China in ways of influence of 
Sino-Malaysia economy, function of bilateral enterprises and internationalization, role 
playing in economic integration of East Asia and China-ASEAN Free Trade Area, and 
action of Overseas Chinese businessmen leaders and organizations. Chapter V 
discussed management strategy of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to 
Mainland China in manner of making contrast individual Overseas Chinese enterprise 
with Overseas Chinese enterprise groups and MNCs of other countries. Chapter VI 
deliberated influential factors of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to 
Mainland China by investment environment, capital property, governmental policy, 
social capital, cultural background and cultural factor. Chapter VII concluded 
problems of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China, solution 
and strategy, and developmental trend of investment. In conclusion part, all arguments 
in dissertation were elaborated and generalized. 
Main arguments of thesis present as follows: Since the implementation of reform 
and open policy in China, Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland 
China emerged increase and expansion in investment amounts, investment industry 
and investment territory, as well as diversification of investment pattern. Different 
from other capital, Malaysian Chinese businessmen majorly invested to Mainland 
China through off-shore financial markets and centers as Hong Kong, Singapore, and 
British Virgin Islands. Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China 
is largely influenced by bilateral politics and will complementarily promote bilateral 
trades. Meanwhile, Malaysian Chinese businessmen help Melayu capital, 














China and pushed Chinese enterprises to explore overseas markets of Malaysia and 
other countries. Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China played 
important roles in pushing the above progress and would be more enhanced after 
build up of China-ASEAN Free Trade Area. Sino-Malaysia markets and bilateral 
governmental economic policy functioned in pulling and pushing Malaysian Chinese 
businessmen investing to Mainland China. Similar cultural background and language 
advantage saved exchange costs of Malaysian Chinese investing to Mainland China. 
To a certain extent, emotion and recognition to homeland attracted investments. The 
impacts of Chinese business network in Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to 
Mainland China are positive, which is shown by the stimulation and promotion in the 
aspects of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing by all kinds of Organizations, 
fellowmen's conferences, investment and promotion forums. Sometimes, Chinese 
business network, however, hinder Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to 
Mainland China. Generally speaking, stable Malaysia internal social environment, 
peaceful race relations, mild economic policy, and support of Malaysian Chinese 
businessmen investing to Mainland China push course of investment to Mainland 
China. In addition, sustainable growth of China’s economy and improved investment 
environment strongly pulled Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland 
China. In the context of improvement and deepen of Sino-Malaysia relations 
especially trade relations, Malaysian Chinese businessmen took advantage of its 
special culture, language, network, technology and propinquity of management to 
actively invest to China. The investment future seems to be broader than ever. 
The creativity of this thesis lies in comprehensive, dynamic and systematic 
review of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China. From view 
of development and change, this thesis conducted comprehensive, dynamic and 
systematic review of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China 
depending on first-hand material and enterprise cases to introduce current situation, 
characteristics, reason and influence factor, investment strategy, and development 
trend of Malaysian Chinese businessmen investing to Mainland China. Furthermore, 














and realistic significance could be present in the thesis. Firstly, empirical study of 
foreign direct investment to developing country is conducted and theory study is 
simultaneously studied in playing example of following Overseas Chinese enterprise 
foreign investment researches. Secondly, Overseas Chinese capital in Southeast Asia 
investing to Mainland China would be promoted in manner of supplying an objective 
decision foundation of government and further attracting and utilizing Overseas 
Chinese capital of Southeast Asia. Thirdly, “Go-Global” Strategy of Chinese 
enterprises would obtain beneficial reference from this study. Fourthly, 
geo-economics strategy would be implemented to create good and strategic national 
relations and friendly international environment. 
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